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WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT YOUR HOME TOWN?

Do you know how many townships there are in your
own county?

Can you name the townships that bound your own
township, or name the township that surrounds your own

municipality?
Can you name off-ha- the public officials of the

county? or even enumerate the county offices?
Can you gi ve the names of the men who compose the

local council? or the school board? or tell who is chief
burgess of your town?

If you were asked to name the natural resources of

the section still available for commercial development,

could you mention three?
How long, do you think, has your town or township,

been incopporated or had a distinct government and
political history?

Who have gone out from your town or district in the
past and gained fame, or have climbed the ladder of

power until they now play a recognizable role in the
commercial, political or intellectual world?

Simple as most of these questions are, they will floor

an astonishing number of citizens. There is practically
nothing in the text books used in the public schools that
has speciffc local application, and consequently, unless

the teacher takes the pains to drill the students in a
home-devise- d course, the average pupil comes from the
school with a very fair knowledge ot the commercial
products of the West Indies, the Philippines or Germany,
and Is absolutely ignorant of the commercial possibilities
fit bis home section, he can tell you the kingdoms and

principalities of Europe and cannot guess at the town-

ships in his own county, he may be able to give

accurately the boundaries of Wyoming, but can not name

the township that -- bounds his own on the north. The
careers of Roosevelt, of Blaine and Lincoln are familiar
enough to him, as they should be, but how rare it is that
6 man who has gained fame in any way Is remembered in

the home of his youth.
Under the ' circumstances, can you wonder that the

average pupil leaving school thinks that all the wealth of

world, all the chances to develop property, all the avenues

to affluence and fame, lie over the hills and far away and

nothing near at home?'
If the child is not taught so in the schools, as a usual

thing, the impression at least is left there through
neglect to point out the beauty and wealth and history of

the place that is called home.
Prof. W. M. Rife, superintendent of the Reynoldsville

schools, is to be commended for his course in setting
aside one week in the high school for the study of the
government, geography, history and resources of the
county, township and town.

' THE WONDERS OF SCIENTIFIC ENGINEERING.

Fifty years ago, or even" later than that, had any one
attempted to describe the wonders and beauty and
magnitude'of a building such as has been developed by

"the brightest brains in the engineering and architectual
world" in the roaring and founding of the Pennsylvania
Railroad Station in New York City, . we would have
thought that the description was that of an unknown
world, one of wild imagination, a pipe-drea- a fairy tale.
But such a dream is now an accomplished fact, and the
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Pennsylvania Railrorl Station, the largest and probably
the finest railway station in the world, was opened to
public use on Novemb-- v 27, 1910. The little booklet,
handsomely Illustrated, which lies on our table, give!
only a faint idea of tho magnitude of this great achieve-
ment, which is said to 1)9 second only to the building of
the Panama Canal. One would, at first, naturally suppose
that in seeking a location for the building of such a
structure, the founders would necessarily have to look for
a site far away from tiie busy marts of the city. But in
this instance such was not the case. The Pennsylvania
Railroad Station is right in the heart of the central
'district of the greatest city of the land. It occupies two
complete blocks from Seventh Avenue to Elgth Avenue
and from Thirty-firs- t to Thirty-thir- d street. The actual
area covered by ' the building is nearly eight acres; the
area of the station and subterranean yards is twenty-acre- s.

Five hundred houses, including several churches,
were to clear the ground for the structure. This
acreage of a small farm, in the heart of America's largest
city, is covered above the street level, and for a consider-
able depth below, with the largest structure in the world
devoted solely to the use and convenience of
passengers. The frontage on each of the two avenues is
430 feet, and on each of the two streets, 784 feet. The
average height of the building above street level is 69

feet, the maximum height, 153 feet. All through trains
of the Pennsylvania Railroad serving New York, will
start from and arrive at the Pennsylvania station one
block from Broadway. . Nor does this magnificent
building alone show the magnitude and the scope
and wonderful engineering skill displayed in carrying out
to successful completion the plans of this gigantic under-

taking. The general plan the boring and con-

struction of tunnels, one below the other, through solid
rock, and beneath the river bed. This tunnel work itself,
only a few years ago, was considered as
impossible, beyond the power of human agency, and was
looked upon with awe by the superstitious. But yet, it is
now all accomplished and Is a successful termination of
one of the most stupendous feats of architectural and
engineering skill the world has ever witnessed!

OUT OF THE GINGER JAR.

A fat fee makes a lean client.
A sitting hen is in no fear of the roasting pan.
A leaning gate is an indication of a lazy owner.

' The end of an argument is better than either side' of

it.
When It comes to the pinch there is something to be

said for the lobster.
The rolling stone hasn't time to gather moss on roads

frequented by automobiles.
A sense of humor is useful to man but a sense of

honor will get him much farther.
' There is many a man who says things to his wife he

wouldn't dare say to his cook. '

It takes nine tailors to make a man, but one woman
can easily make a goose of a man.

The days are shortest in December, and so are a good
many men say, along about the twenty-fift- h.

Three barleycorns make an inch, so the table says, and
three drinks of barley juice sometimes make a riot.

Many a man who almost has a fit when his wife pays
15 for a bonnet, Will think nothing of spending as much

for a box of cigars with which to pollute the atmosphere,
From Farm Journal. a

It is reported from Philadelphia that a movement is
no foot to introduce a bill at the coming session of the
legislature changing the date of the primary election
from the first Saturday in June to the first Saturday in
September. On the face the proposed change looks good
and would eliminate entirely the necessity of candidates
campainging in the'winter or early spring, when weather
and road conditions are bad. The two months between
the primary and general election gives ample time for a
brisk and decisive closing campaign. If the bill is passed
and signed, it would effect the coming primary.
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900,000 merchants have bought National Cash Registers; 10,500 fctry monthly. We
sell to every class of business, great and small. All nations bay them. The store farthest
North and the store farthest Sooth ose a National Cash Register. It will pay yotf, too
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To The JS'atlnnal Ch Rilte Co.
Marlon, Ohio

Please lend me your booklet This

does not oommlt me to bur anything.

Name.
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STOKE & FEICHT DRUG STORE
.i 1 -

MEDICINE
THAT DOES ITS WORK WELL

No matter how carefully and skillfully your physican diagnoses a case of sickness and
no matter how perfectly the prescription he writes fit the needs of the patient, if those
prescriptions are not properly prepared the desired benefit will not follow the taking of
the medicine.

If you want medicine that will do its work well, medicine which possesses the effective-
ness which only pure, fresh drugs can give, medicine that has been carefully compounded in
exact accordance with the instructions of your doctor if you want this kind of medicine
and you want to be sure of getting it, then bring your prescriptions here to us and we will
unconditionally guarantee that you do get it

Don't "take chances" with sickness however mild it may be. Effective medicine is
the only kind worth taking in any illness. In serious sickness the quality of the medicine
becomes of paramount importance. Bring all your prescriptions here to be positive of
securing medicine of the utmost possible effectiveness.
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Ask the Man

in the moon, of better still,
ask any man in Reynoldsville
what store in town is head-quarte- rs

for paints, oils and
varnishes. We submit this
question to 'the jury of the
people .with easy confidence.

' The verdict is easily ours on
the quality and value of our
goods, the completeness of
our stock, and .the moderate-
ness of our. prices, There's a
double reason for trading
where you get better suited
for less money than would be
possible anywhere else.

A to
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this fact. First, our

is It Is also a
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than this, we sell goes at
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Stoke & Peioht Drug Co.

Shds
Carts

Pictures
Plate Racks

Racks

Line Papa

stationery pleasing

agreeable
assortment complete.
triumph qualities.

everything

duplicate
purchase present.

satisfaction
knowledge

REYNOLDSVILLE, PA. .

Tie
Hat

Of Interest

and sure to bo read to the
end. There's the highest satisfaction ,

in a good book, and happily for readers,
good books have never been so cheap as
now. Ther'es a whole library In our
stock of in every

of literature. On our list
all can find Just what they desire at
figures that make it absurd to go
without reading. Any volume not In
stock promptly upon order.

Santa Glaus
Has Left at Hall's

FOR CHILDREN
Wagons Doll Go-Cart- s Doll Beds
Hobby Horses ' Doll Doll dockers
Rocking Horses Doll Bed Room Suits

Tricycles Doll Cradles Push Sleds

Biesells Toy Sweepers Skipper Sleds Toy Sleds

Oid.SantaRemembers Big People

Paper
Buffets

opportunities

Pedestals
Jardaniers
Stationery
China Closets

Racks
Racks

Magazine Racks
Side Boards

Great

therefore

publlcalons
department

supplied

Chairs

Jardanier Stands
Vases
Figures
DreBsers

You know, our complete line of china, cut
and etched glassware, silverware

and bric-a-br- ac

Call, we want to show you what we have.

C. R. HALL
Iho Ihtional Cash Register Co. f 7 Address

Business. aiuiiuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiUiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiniiitiiiuii
C25 Liberty '.':hiT Pa.


